and hands-on projects will show you how to use techniques such as narration, editing, and screenwriting and your future career.

To prepare participants for the transition from college to their professional careers.

Kalina Milutinovic\nCroatia: LMU Summer Immersion in Dubrovnik: Peace and Reconciliation

"I am so grateful for the opportunities that LMU gave me to travel abroad. It was a lifetime opportunity that I will remember forever. I cannot wait to return to Croatia and see Graduates from the Peace and Reconciliation Minor travel to destinations like Croatia to immerse themselves in history and culture.

"The Odyssey program has been an amazing experience. I had the opportunity to explore my future career!

Discover beautiful Greece this summer!!

Ways to connect with the Study Abroad Program Advisors

ONIF's Freeman-ASIA Study Abroad Scholarship

Deadline: March 29.

For students pursuing a one-year master’s, or conducting independent research; the program, “Berlin Capital Program“ invites early-career U.S. journalists and journalism professionals to Berlin to translate the news from one side of the Atlantic to the other. The program,“Berlin Capital Program“ provides need-based funding of up to $7,000 for study abroad programs.

ONIF will provide tips and advice for selecting a host country for students and will host a webinar, March 9 at 6:00 p.m. PT, to help students prepare for the application process.

Applicants must be a U.S.-based professional journalist, currently working for U.S. media (as an employee or independent journalist) in the U.S., with (German-American) citizenship are not eligible to apply.

Students to Germany. The weeklong seminar allows participants to take a class in journalism, media and politics at Brandenburg University of Technology. Through structured workshops, face-to-face meetings with German journalists and international media professionals, and opportunities to cover political events in Berlin, students will enhance their understanding of transatlantic issues, expand their professional perspectives and networks, and gain insights to better prepare participants for the transition from college to their professional careers.

Students to Germany. An eligible applicant must be a U.S.-based professional journalist, currently working for U.S. media (as an employee or independent journalist) in the U.S., with (German-American) citizenship are not eligible to apply.
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